GLENEAGLES SECONDARY COLLEGE and MUMA cordially invite you to the pop-up exhibition From the End: To New Beginnings

TUESDAY 14TH OCTOBER 2014
6:30- 8:00 PM

FARHANA ABBAS | ANAM AHMAD | TEDORA DIACONU | FATHIMA FAREEZ
SIMON HAI DAR | YAMAH HAMEDI | ANNAM IQBAL | CHANTE LL JURICIC | HANNA LAKISS
ARIELLE JANE LEE | SIMON LEEMAN | ASH LEIGH MCCULLOUGH | BIANCA MCLEAN
DEANNA MUAREMOV | NIDA NAEEM | DEBORAH PERERA | PETER CANDELIN-MCCANN
HEWAD CARI | SUZANA SAWA | NHI-KIM TRUONG | KARI VITALICH | OLIVIA WATSON

This group exhibition is the culmination of a year of creative explorations conducted by the VCE Studio Arts and Visual Communication student’s from Gleneagles Secondary College. The exhibition itself has been designed and installed by the students in conjunction with gallery professionals at MUMA.
TRAVELLING TO MUMA

TRAIN:
Caulfield Railway Station is adjacent to the Monash University Caulfield Campus. The Cranbourne, Dandenong, Frankston and Pakenham lines stop at the station.

TRAM:
Stop 57, Number 3 or 3a tram.

BUS:
Bus Route 624
Kew, Auburn Railway Station, Caulfield Railway Station, Chadstone Shopping Centre, Holmesglen Institute of TAFE, Oakleigh Railway Station.

Bus Route 900
Stud Park Shopping Centre, Waverley Park, Monash University Clayton campus, Huntingdale Station, Oakleigh Railway Station, Chadstone Shopping Centre, Monash University Caulfield

To plan your public transport journey, visit www.ptv.vic.gov.au

BUS PARKING:
Free parking for buses at Monash Caulfield campus can be arranged upon request. School groups intending to utilise bus parking are advised to inform MUMA when booking for the seminar.

CAR PARKING:
A user pay, multi-level car park is available in Building J on campus. Entry is from Princes Avenue.
Short-term ticket parking is available in surrounding streets.

TAXI:
A taxi rank is situated outside the Caulfield railway station on Sir John Monash Drive.

MELWAY REF:
Melway map ref. 68 F1